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Intermediate states in Andreev bound state fusion
Christian Jünger 1✉, Sebastian Lehmann 2, Kimberly A. Dick2,3, Claes Thelander2,

Christian Schönenberger 1,4 & Andreas Baumgartner 1,4✉

Hybridization is one of the most fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena, with the text

book example of binding two hydrogen atoms in a hydrogen molecule. Here we report tunnel

spectroscopy experiments illustrating the hybridization of another type of discrete quantum

states, namely of superconducting subgap states that form in segments of a semiconducting

nanowire in contact with superconducting reservoirs. We discuss a collection of intermediate

states with unique (tunnel) spectroscopic fingerprints in the process of merging well-known

individual bound states, hybridized by a central quantum dot and eventually coherently

linking the reservoirs, carrying a Josephson current. These coupled and fused Andreev bound

states can be seen as superconducting analogues to atomic and molecular single electron

states in nature, and explain a variety of recent bound state spectra, with specific fingerprints

that will have to be winnowed in future Majorana fusion experiments.
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For non-interacting confined electrons, single particle quan-
tum states can be viewed as standing waves at discrete
energies. Similarly, with a superconductor as a boundary,

two-particle standing waves can form due to Andreev reflection,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Such discrete Andreev bound states
(ABSs), or Andreev atoms, can form in a semiconductor with
one1,2, two3,4, or potentially with multiple superconducting
contacts5. We use the term ABS also for the conceptually similar
Yu-Shiba-Rusinov (YSR) subgap states4,6,7 and specify only when
necessary. ABSs are the topologically trivial next of kin to the
topologically non-trivial Majorana bound states (MBSs), cur-
rently a major research topic due to the promise of topologically
protected quantum information processing8. Merging MBSs in a
process called fusion will be a first step in probing the nature of
MBSs9,10. Disputes over recent MBS experiments11–14 highlight
the need for sharp and sufficiently high tunnel barriers15,16, while
prospective MBS fusion experiments require gate-tunable barriers
to hybridize different well-defined nanowire (NW) segments. To
obtain such well-defined structures, we have grown zincblende
InAs NWs with integrated wurtzite tunnel barriers forming a
central QD17,18, and fabricated superconducting contacts, S1,2, at
each end of the NW, forming lead segments (LSs) adjacent to the
QD. The ABSs under investigation form in these LSs19,20. An
energy level diagram and a colored scanning electron micrograph
of such a device are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively, including
the experimental setup.

We present spectroscopy experiments that show intermediate
states in the process of fusing such sub-gap states, as illustrated in
Fig. 1: an increase in the gate voltage increases the tunnel
coupling19,21, so that the ABSs of each LS hybridize with the QD,
forming one of the possible Andreev molecules22–24. For even
lower barriers, ABSs extend over the complete device, eventually
generating a Josephson current. In analogy to the fusion of
hydrogen atoms, one might call this state Andreev helium.

Results and discussion
In most of the presented experiments we measure the differential
conductance G, as discussed in the Methods section. The basic
characterization of the central QD with the contacts in the normal
state (B= 50mT) is shown in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2, with
addition energies around 8 meV, level spacing of 0.5 meV to
2 meV, and a resonance broadening of ΓQD ≈ 50 μeV at low gate
voltages, all increasing for larger gate voltages18,19,21. Experiments
on the two well-known limiting cases are shown in Fig. 2: at very
low backgate voltages, shown in Fig. 2c, we find Coulomb
blockade (CB) resonances similar as in the normal state, with a
replica of the QD resonance with positive slope labeled QD,
consistent with a QD state aligning with an increased quasi par-
ticle density of states (DoS) at an energy Δ* ≈ 160 μeV in LS1 (or
in S1)19,25. For a QD directly, but weakly tunnel coupled to two
fully gaped superconducting reservoirs, one might expect a
transport gap for e∣ΔVSD∣ < 2Δ* and no shift of the CB diamonds
in gate voltage25. These seemingly contradictory findings can be
immediately understood by noting that the integrated barriers
allow us to go to very low gate voltages, resulting in a small and
homoegeneous Fermi velocity vF, so that the ABSs in the LSs are
in the long-junction limit (ℓLS > ℏvF/Δ*), with energies distributed
and broadened continuously across the energy gap19. The replica
resonance QD we attribute to some ABSs already moving towards
Δ* in the shorter LS1. We note that without the experiments below
showing a clean superconducting gap at larger gate voltages, this
mechanism is difficult to distinguish from a residual single particle
DoS in the superconducting reservoirs19,26, or from resonant
Cooper pair tunneling25. The second limiting case is the Joseph-
son effect, which we find well developed at very large gate voltages.
In Fig. 2d we plot a current bias measurement of the differential
resistance, demonstrating a gate tunable Josephson effect. In this
limit, the barriers are very low and ABSs extend between the two
superconducting reservoirs, carrying the zero-resistance current.
Additional tunnel spectroscopy data for VBG between 1 V and
7.5 V can be found in Supplementary Fig. 4, where the subgap
conductance becomes larger than above the gap due to high-
transmission Andreev reflection, while Supplementary Fig. 5
shows additional current bias experiments for VBG between 10 V
and 16 V, showing an increasing, gate voltage modulated
Josephson current27,28, up to ~0.5 nA. The latter value seems
small, compatible with the large distance and tunnel barriers
between the reservoirs. Our main results are experiments in
between these two limits, when individual, discrete ABSs form on
the two LSs, and discrete single electron states on the QD. These
states can be brought to hybridize in a controlled way with rela-
tively small changes in the gate voltage, as shown in the series of
experiments plotted in Fig. 3. All plots show G as a function of the
bias and gate voltages, centered on different charge degeneracy
points of the QD, with the reservoirs in the superconducting state
(B= 0). Larger scale data and similar resonances in between are
shown in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Figure 3 a shows discrete, weak ABS resonances at constant
VSD ≈ ± Δ*/e (ABS2), and stronger ones at VSD= ± 2Δ*/e
labeled ABS2. The QD resonances forming a Coulomb diamond
with shifted low-bias tips are characteristic for a QD weakly
coupled to a superconductor25. The ABSs in the LSs becoming
discrete (‘Andreev atoms’) with increasing gate voltage is con-
sistent with an increase in the Fermi velocity and a corre-
spondingly larger level spacings19,21. Due to the Andreev
reflection processes, the ABSs in the LSs are pinned to the
source or drain electrochemical potentials, resulting in hor-
izontal resonances as long as the voltage drop occurs mainly
across the QD. Most prominently, Fig. 3a shows a strong
avoided crossing of the horizontal ABS resonances ABS2 (and
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Fig. 1 Andreev bound state fusion in a nanowire with three segments,
separated by two electrically tunable tunnel barriers. a Individual discrete
Andreev bound states (ABSs, red and light blue arrows) form in the two
lead segments LS1,2 coupled to the superconducting reservoirs S1,2 (blue),
with Andreev reflections at the S - LS interfaces. Discrete single particle
bound states form on the central quantum dot (QD) between the barriers
(grey). b With increasing tunnel coupling (black arrows), the ABSs of both
lead segments hybridize individually with the QD, forming a molecular state
between single and two-particle bound states. c If the coupling becomes
strong enough, the ABSs of all segments fuse into two (time resolved)
extended ABSs, eventually carrying a Josephson current.
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less visibly for ABS2), with the CB resonance of positive slope,
pointed out by cyan arrows. This avoided crossing can be
directly identified as the hybridization of an ABS in LS2 with a
QD state, thus forming the equivalent of a ‘two-atom hetero-
nuclear molecular state’, similar to a CO molecule in chemistry.
This hybrid state is mapped by energy selective tunneling of
electrons from an ABS in LS1 (or alternatively from the
superconducting BCS coherence peaks in S1). Since each ABS is
pinned to the respective reservoir, the ABS of the avoided
crossings in Fig. 3a is necessarily located in LS2. An avoided
crossing suggests an increased coupling between the LSs and the
QD, consistent with an increase in the normal state QD
broadening, from ΓQD ≈ 50 μeV for Fig. 2c at the lowest gate
voltages, to ΓQD ≈ 150 μeV for Fig. 3a19,21. The negative dif-
ferential conductance near the ABS resonances and near the
avoided crossings are due to the non-monotonic DoS in the LSs
carrying ABSs, or in the superconductor. In addition, we find
two more resonances, labeled I and II, that follow the curvature
of the avoided crossing discussed above. Intuitively, I corre-
sponds to aligning the ABS-QD hybrid state to a residual single
particle DoS in LS1, or in S1. The slightly shifted resonance II we
tentatively attribute to an additional ABS in LS2. In Fig. 3b, at a
slightly larger backgate voltage, we find such avoided crossings
almost symmetrically around the centre of the original CB
diamond, as pointed out by green and cyan arrows at negative
bias. Following a similar argument as above, one now finds that
discrete ABSs form on both LSs, each hybridizing with the QD
state when the energies align, i.e. not at the same gate voltage
and bias values. This situation corresponds to two CO mole-
cules in chemistry, either of which forms depending on the
external parameters, here the gate and bias voltages. Now the
CB diamonds at opposite bias are not shifted with respect to
each other, and we find two resonances that cross zero bias,
replicating the respective avoided crossings due to a finite
background DoS. Data over another QD charge degeneracy
point at again slightly higher backgate voltages are shown in
Fig. 3c, for which we extract a QD broadening in the normal
state of ΓQD ≈ 400 μeV > Δ*. Here, we find two strongly, but

continuously curved and strongly broadened resonances,
essentially mirror symmetric for negative biases. These reso-
nances oscillate roughly between the biases Δ*/e and 2Δ*/e
when increasing the gate voltage, opening a gap in the transport
characteristics, reminiscent of a gate tunable ABS mapped by
superconducting reservoirs3. Due to the reduced barrier height,
one might expect that the ABSs in the LSs hybridize and form
another type of molecular Andreev state hybridizing all three
sites simultaneously, similar to a ‘three-atom heteronuclear
molecular state’ like CO2 in chemistry. However, the simple
model discussed below rather suggests that the QD region
becomes coupled to S2 strongly enough to develop an inde-
pendent, now gate tunable ABS. We further point out two small
conductance peaks at zero bias (cyan arrows), which we ten-
tatively attribute to the onset of the Josephson effect, since
similar structures were found in other NW Josephson
junctions14,29. A Josephson effect can be understood as ABSs
‘fusing’ across the complete NW length, forming an ABS
spanning across all three NW segments, as illustrated in Fig. 1c
transmitting coherent Cooper pairs. These peaks correspond to
Josephson currents of a few ten fA, too small to be investigated
in current bias experiments in our setups.

To illustrate the formation of intermediate states in the ABS
fusion process, we use a basic three-site model, described in the
supporting information, with simple electron (and hole) states at
originally constant energies in each LS, mimicking ABSs, and with
a single QD state in the center, tunnel coupled to both LSs. The
conductance we obtain as the product of the transmissions through
the individual sites. The main results are plotted in Fig. 3d–f, while
the model is described in more detail in the Methods section. We
note explicitly that this model is mainly for illustration and does
not aim to model the physical system from first principles. First, we
reproduce the experiment in Fig. 2c, for which we use a constant
transmission in the LSs and a BCS DoS with a constant back-
ground in S1 and a constant DoS in S2, mimicking the long
junction limit in LS2. These assumptions result in plots reprodu-
cing Fig. 2c, including a replica QD of the QD resonance due to the
BCS coherence peaks in S1 (see Ref. 19). Next, Fig. 3d shows the
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Fig. 2 Three nanowire segment device. a Schematic energy level diagram for the three nanowire (NW) segments, including superconducting contacts S1,2
(blue), Andreev bound states ABS1,2 (light blue) and the quantum dot (QD, red), corresponding to the scanning electron micrograph of a representative
device in b. The device consists of a zincblende InAs NW with two 30 nm wurtzite tunnel barriers (grey) forming gate tunable tunnel barriers17 - 19,30. The
central NW segment (~25 nm) forms a QD, while the left and right NW lead segments, LS1,2 of lengths ℓ1 < ℓ2, are coupled to the superconducting contacts
S1,2. The scalebar is 100 nm. In the experiments, we measure the modulation of the electrical current I at the grounded drain terminal (S2) and record the
differential conductance G= dI/dVSD= IAC/VAC as a function of the backgate voltage VBG and the bias voltage VSD applied to the source contact (S1). c G
as a function of VSD for low backgate voltages VBG close to the NW depletion, showing essentially a single Coulomb blockade resonance. d At large VBG, we
find the Josephson effect, demonstrated here as a plot of the differential resistance as a function of the current bias, with the Josephson critical current Ic
indicated for one gate voltage.
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case of one discrete state in LS2, tunnel coupled to the QD, and
both reservoirs with a BCS DoS with a small background. As
discussed for the data in Fig. 3a, we find horizontal resonances
(ABS2) and an avoided crossing at ± 2Δ*/e, with replicas (ABS2)
due to a background transmission in the LSs, or a residual DoS in
S1. Similarly, adding a discrete tunnel coupled ABS as well in LS1,
we obtain Fig. 3e, with a qualitatively similar pattern as in Fig. 3b,
especially the additional avoided crossings with the QD resonance
of negative slope. Surprisingly, simply increasing the tunnel cou-
pling strengths between the sites in this model does not reproduce
the experiments in Fig. 3c, especially the continuously curved ABS
gate dependence. However, if we insert a standard, gate tunable
YSR state on the QD site at the drain electrochemical potential,
that is mapped by the the ABS in LS1 (or the BCS DoS in S1), we
obtain Fig. 3f, which qualitatively reproduces the experiments,
especially the two-lobed structure between Δ*/e and 2Δ*/e3. Here,
we explicitly use the expressions for YSR states with energies
continuously approaching the small energy gap Δ for gate voltages
detuned from the charge degeneracy point, as seen in the experi-
ment. This suggests that for low enough barriers, the QD reso-
nance becomes broadened beyond Γ ≈Δ*, allowing electrons and
holes to be transmitted simultaneously. At the same time, the
segment becomes coupled to the superconductor S2, mediated by
ABSs in LS2, which results in a proximity effect on the QD in the
form of a YSR state. In the model, we added a small background in
the reservoirs to render the original YSR resonances around zero
bias visible, illustrating that the large amplitude features labeled
YSR are replicas of the original YSR resonances mapped by ABS1.
Interestingly, the originally horizontal ABS2 in LS2 now exhibits an
avoided crossing with the YSR feature, best visible in the replica
pointed out by green arrows. This hybridization constitutes yet
another type of superconducting molecular bound state. The onset

of the Josephson effect we find roughly where the YSR resonances
cross zero bias, possibly because in this situation the NW trans-
mission is at a maximum and the bias as a decoherence factor at a
minimum. We note that to obtain this spectrum, we had to reduce
the lever arm of the central QD region by 80%, suggesting that the
bias drop occurs partially at other sites, probably mainly across
barrier 1, which makes microscopic modeling rather difficult.

In summary, we present transport spectroscopy measurements
of intermediate states that occur when ‘fusing’ individual ABSs in
NW segments coupled to a central QD, ultimately forming subgap
states reaching across the entire NW. We show the evolution from
discrete Andreev atoms to different types of Andreev molecules and
the fusion of individual states to ‘Andreev helium’, ultimately car-
rying a Josephson current. We qualitatively reproduce the experi-
mental data with a simple model, which supports our qualitative
understanding. Surprisingly, the model requires a gate tunable YSR
state on the QD to reproduce the data, suggesting a proximity effect
on the QD mediated by the ABSs in the LSs, which can be viewed
as a physical implementation of the zero bandwidth model6. We
expect that such transitions could be observed on the same CB
resonance when controlling the LS and QD states individually by
separate sidegates, which can, for example, be used to perform
fusion experiments with topologically non-trivial subgap states, and
later for Majorana braiding experiments.

Methods
Sample preparation. The InAs nanowires were grown by metal-organic-vapor-
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and have an average diameter of 70 nm. Two segments of
wurtzite crystal phase (thickness: 30 nm) are in-situ grown inside the NW. These
segments act as atomically precise hard-wall tunnel barriers for electrons, because the
ZB and WZ bandstructure align with a conduction band offset of ~ 100meV18,30.
The ZB segment in between, which defines the QD, has a width of 25 nm.

Fig. 3 Andreev atoms, molecules and fusion. a–c G vs. VBG and VSD in the superconducting state (B= 0) for gate voltage intervals around different charge
degeneracy points of the central QD. d–f corresponding model results. a, d: Here, both lead segments (LSs) carry a discrete, gate voltage independent
Andreev bound state (ABS) at the gap energy Δ* (Andreev atoms), resulting in conductance peaks at ∣VSD∣ ≈Δ*/e and 2Δ*/e. In addition, the ABS on LS1
hybridizes with the quantum dot (QD, two-atom Andreev molecule), resulting in the avoided crossing (cyan arrows). b, e Discrete ABSs in both LSs, both
hybridizing with the QD state at different bias and gate voltage settings. c, f The QD now strongly hybridizes with the ABS in LS2 forming a Yu-Shiba-
Rusinov state. The cyan arrows point out the onset of a Josephson current carried by the fused ABSs. The model parameters are given in Supplementary
table 1.
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The nanowires were transferred mechanically from the growth substrate to a
degenerately p-doped silicon substrate with a SiO2 capping layer (400 nm). The
substrate is used as a global back gate. For the electron beam lithography we
employ pre-defined markers and contact pads, The superconducting contacts
consist of evaporated titanium/aluminium (Ti/Al: 5 nm/80 nm). Before the
evaporation step, the native oxide of the NW is removed by an Argon ion
sputtering. The total length of the junction is ≈ 450 nm and the QD is located closer
to one of the superconducting contacts S1 (L1 ~ 50 nm) than to the other
superconducting contact S2 (L2 ~ 320 nm). All measurements were carried out in a
dilution refrigerator at a base temperature of 20 mK. Differential conductance has
been measured using standard lock-in techniques with a bias voltage modulation of
Vac= 10 μVrms at a frequency of fac= 278 Hz.

Description of the three-site model. To illustrate the formation of intermediate
states in the ABS fusion process, we use a simple toy model with three sites, namely the
two LSs (LS1 and LS2) and the QD, with the tunnel couplings in between as a per-
turbation, resulting in the strongly simplified Hamiltonian

H ¼ HLS1
þHLS2

þHd þHLS1�d þHLS2�d;

with HLSj
¼ ∑kϵj;ks

y
j;ksj;k and sðyÞj;k the LS Hamiltonians, with the annihilation (creation)

operator for the two resonances, k∈ {1, 2}, in the uncoupled LSj. For simplicity, we
assume identical bound states in the two LSs pinned to the electrochemical potential of
the respective reservoir, ϵj,k= μj+ (−1)kEBS, with EBS a constant bound state energy, i.e.
with a negligible gate capacitance compared to the ones to source and drain.Hd= ϵdd†d
describes the single QD eigenstate at the energy ϵd=− eαSdVS− eαDdVD− eαBGdVBG,
with the lever arms αℓd to the respective reservoir, ℓ∈ {S, D, BG}, and d(†) the anni-
hilation (creation) operator on the QD. The hybridization between the sites we describe

by the hopping terms between LSj and the QD,HLSj�d ¼ ∑k tdjðsyjkd þ c:c:Þ
h i

, with the

hopping parameter tdj, which we choose identically between all sites. More advanced
theoretical treatments of multiple NW segments were published recently31–33. To
roughly reproduce the experiments shown in Fig. 3f, we replace the single QD reso-
nance above by two bias-symmetric subgap resonances on the QD segment, for which
we chose the form of YSR states34, where ϵd of the QD enters the YSR resonance energy

EYSR ¼ ±Δ� 1�g2þw2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1�g2þw2 Þ2þ4�g2

p using g ¼ 4πDN t
2

Uð1�x2 Þ, w= 0.5gx and x= 1+ 2ϵd/U, with t

the tunnel coupling strength to the LSs, U the QD charging energy and DN the normal
state DoS. To obtain the electrical current I, we simply assume an identical Lorentzian
transmission LðEÞ for all cases, with identical and constant broadening for each
eigenstate n, centered at the eigenenergy En, and with an amplitude AðnÞ

j given by the
weights on site j, yielding the transmission through the three sites T(E)= T1TdT2 with
Tj ¼ ∑njAðnÞ

j j2LðE � EnÞ, and the current25,35

I ¼ R1
�1 D1ðE þ eVSDÞ � D2ðEÞ � TðEÞ
½ f 2ðEÞ � f 1ðE þ eVSDÞ�dE;

ð1Þ

with f1,2 the Fermi distribution functions and D1,2 the single particle DoS in the
respective reservoirs. For the latter we use the standard BCS expression with a small
broadening described by the Dynes parameter19,36 and an additional constant
background.

Data availability
All data in this publication are available in numerical form at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3558308. Further information on this study is available from the corresponding
author on reasonable request.
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